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Brighton Publishing LLC, United States, 2015. Paperback. Book Condition: New. 216 x 140 mm.
Language: English . Brand New Book ***** Print on Demand *****.The USS Paddlefish, an American
submarine, sinks under mysterious circumstances with all hands. Trip Black, nephew of one of the
sailors on board the Paddlefish, can t get over the loss of his favorite uncle. Twenty years after the
maritime tragedy, Trip is determined to find out exactly what happened to the Paddlefish. .and to
raise her from her watery grave at the bottom of the Atlantic. Sinister forces are set in motion when
the efforts to bring the submarine to the surface are made public. Trip must battle against people
who aren t what they seem to be-and dodge a sniper who s chasing him through the memorials in
Washington, DC. Even the powerful can t be trusted: two prominent senators could be friends or
foes, and if Trip doesn t find out the truth in time. .he and his friends will end up dead. In his quest to
raise the sub, Trip finds a series of clues, including a diary that gives a firsthand account of the
Paddlefish s last days-but crucial pages are...
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ReviewsReviews

This book is great. it absolutely was writtern really perfectly and beneficial. You may like how the blogger compose this book.
-- Pink Haley-- Pink Haley

A whole new eBook with a brand new point of view. It is really simplistic but surprises in the fi y percent of the publication. I am just e ortlessly can get a
delight of looking at a written ebook.
-- Mariano Gleichner-- Mariano Gleichner
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